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ABSTRACT

The Advanced Communication Technology Satellite (ACTS) Mobile Terminal (AMT)
has been deployed aboard the USS Princeton (CG 59) in an experiment to test the viability
of K and Ka band technology in military communication applications. Pilot tone data
recorded on-board the USS Princeton (CG 59) show that most variations in the received
power level result from antenna tracking errors and did not appear to be caused by
obstructions from the ship superstructure. The data also showed that multipath interference
was negligible. The data studied in this paper were gathered during ship maneuvers in the
Caribbean (13E 33' N, 76E 16' W) in late May 1997 and in the Eastern Pacific (6E 34' N,
79E 40' W) in early June 1997. The relationship between pitch/yaw/roll and received
power levels is studied. Plots showing received power (time series) are presented to aid in
link budget calculations.

INTRODUCTION

The Advanced Communication Technology Satellite (ACTS) Mobile Terminal (AMT)
[1] has been deployed aboard the USS Princeton (CG 59) in an experiment to test the
viability of K and Ka band technology in military communication applications. The military
has proposed building the Global Broadcast System (GBS) which would provide seamless
worldwide broadcast capability at data rates as high as 24 Mbps to support military
missions [2]. ACTS is similar in design to the proposed CBS satellites and thus enables the
military to gather empirical data to aid in future link design. The experiments involving the
USS Princeton use the steerable spot beam on the ACTS which has a 3 dB contour of 280
miles and can track at 2E per second [3]. The link consists of a ground terminal at the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, California and the mobile terminal on board the USS 



Princeton whose location varies. The required C/N  for a data rate of 1.544 Mbps (T1) is0

70.1 dB. The link margin is 3.2 dB for a BER of 10 .-6

The AMT uses a small slotted waveguide array mounted in a radome with a peak height
of 6.7 in and a diameter of 27.6 in. The antenna is capable of tracking -5E to 90E in
elevation, which allows for vehicular roll at low elevation angles, as well as a full 360E in
azimuth. The transmit gain of the antenna is 30 dBi and the receive G/T is 0 dB/K.
Figure 1 shows the gain pattern for the antenna azimuth and Figure 2 shows the gain
pattern of the antenna elevation angle. The antenna uses circular polarization [1]. The
AMT is mounted on the 05 level weatherdeck of the USS Princeton. This position on the
ship allows a blockage-free path for the elevation angles above 45E in a full 360E azimuth.
The received pilot tone levels are tracked by a phase-lock-loop which points the antenna
toward the strongest signal. The pilot tone phase-lock-loop is shown in Figure 3. The data
is sampled by an on-board data acquisition system at 4000 samples per second [4]. The
pitch, roll, and yaw data are also sampled by the data acquisition system at 4 samples per
second. These data are used to evaluate the effectiveness of ACTS K and Ka technology
to provide reliable two-way ship-to-shore communication via satellite.

The data set from the Caribbean in late May 1997 were taken during rough seas with
ship roll as large as ± 20 degrees with yaw held at a steady heading. The second data set
from the Eastern Pacific in early June 1997 were recorded during hard ship maneuvers
where the ship executed several long turns in relatively calm seas. The relationship
between these conditions onboard the Princeton and the received pilot tone power is the
basis of the analysis.

ANALYSIS

Figure 4 shows a plot of the received pilot tone power from the May data set. The
received power level is normalized to the line-of-sight level observed prior to the rough
seas. During this time period there are three significant fades of 6, 4, and 7 dB in order of
occurrence. Figure 5 shows the ship’s roll during the rough seas.

For each data point, the elevation angle and ship oriented azimuth (forward is zeroE,
with positive angles measured clockwise) were computed using the method outlined in [5].
This data was used to determine if the line-of-sight path was obstructed by the ship
superstructure. For the duration of the data set the ship oriented azimuth was bounded by -
16.4E and 33.8E and the elevation angle was bounded by 55.1E and 63.3E. Figure 6 shows
a polar plot the AMT’s view of the sky and the Princeton’s superstructure. The position of
ACTS as given by the ship oriented angle data is superimposed on this image. This figure
indicates that shadowing by the ship superstructure does not account for the observed
fades. (Note: there are structures on the ship which can block the line-of-sight signal with



an elevation angle as high as 45E, but the AMT-to-ACTS path was never oriented in these
directions.)

An interesting correlation exists between the roll and the received pilot power level as
illustrated in Figure 7. It appears that the deepest fades occur while the ship is
experiencing the roughest seas. This suggests that the antenna tracking may be source of
the fades. Since the 3 dB beam width of the antenna is ± 3E in azimuth (see Figure 1) and
± 5E in elevation angle (see Figure 2), relatively small tracking errors can cause noticeable
fades.

Figure 8 shows a normalized plot of the received pilot tone power from the June data
set. In this data set there are a number of long fades the worst of which is 2 dB. Figure 9
shows the ship’s yaw during the maneuvers. The yaw is measured with true north at 0E
and positive angles measured clockwise. From the yaw data it is evident that the ship had
an initial heading of 70E and made a long turn to the right (increasing yaw) followed by a
long turn to the left (decreasing yaw). The transition from 359E to 0E and vice-versa is
marked by a sharp discontinuity on the plot while in reality it denotes a continuous turn.
The first long turn has a slope of 1.0E/second and the second long turn has a slope of
1.2E/second.

The ship oriented angles were calculated in the same fashion as indicated above. The
ship oriented azimuth traversed a full 360E during the data run and the elevation angle was
bounded by 55.2E and 74.5 degrees. Figure 10 shows that there was no shadowing due to
the ship superstructure during the data run.

There is a similar correlation between the yaw and the received pilot power level as
there was in the earlier roll analysis. This is illustrated by Figure 11 . From this plot is
appears that fading occurs just after the ship starts or ends a turn. Again, this suggests that
antenna tracking errors may be the source of the fades due to the narrow antenna beam
width.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

From the analysis of the data it appears that the variations in the received pilot power
are due to antenna pointing losses. The cumulative effects of the signal variations during
these data sets can be quantified. For a communication system to achieve 90%, 99%, and
99.9% availability during hard ship maneuvers it must include 1 dB, 1.6 dB and 2 dB of
link margin respectively. In the case of rough seas, for a communication system to achieve
90%, 99%, and 99.9% availability it must include 3 dB, 6 dB, and 7 dB of link margin
respectively.
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Figure 1: Receive Antenna Azimuth Gain Pattern



Figure 2: Receive Antenna Elevation Angle Gain Pattern

Figure 3: Pilot Tone Phase-Lock-Loop

 Figure 4: Received Pilot Power, late May 1997



Figure 5: Roll Angle, late May 1997

Figure 6: View of ACTS-AMT Path and Ship Superstructure, late May 1997



Figure 7: Roll Angle and Received Pilot Power, late May 1997

Figure 8: Received Pilot Power, early June 1997

Figure 9: Roll Angle, early June 1997



Figure 10: View of ACTS-AMT Path and Ship Superstructure, early June 1997

Figure 11: Yaw and Received Pilot Power, early June 1997


